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Web browsing and work go hand in hand. In this month’s Click Thinking bundle we look at the
dangers of going online and share tips to protect your company and employees from cyberthreats.

Password Collection Discontinued

Current Threats now Real World Threats

To protect our clients and PhishLine from liability issues, the

To more accurately reflect the nature of these emails, we have

PhishLine tool will no longer allow for the collection of passwords.

changed the name of the Current Threats category in the Content

If you have questions about the data available through the tool,

Center Marketplace to Real World Threats. Please make a note of

please ask your consultant.

this change.

Holiday Phishing Season Heats Up

To 2018 and Beyond!

Looking for new ideas for phishing simulations this holiday

As the end of the year approaches, we’d like to thank you for

season? We have dozens of new and existing email templates in

partnering with us in the fight against cybercrime. We truly

the Content Center Marketplace. From charitable giving appeals

appreciate your business and look forward to continuing the

to discount merchandise, we have what you need—if not, you can

fight in the years ahead. Our warmest wishes for a happy holiday

request something custom from your consultant!

season and healthy year ahead!

As We Plan Ahead
PhishLine training modules make security awareness education
fun, fast and user friendly. With nearly 30 available now, we look
to expand on this foundation in the upcoming year with more
new and engaging content. If you have a topic you’d like to see
covered, let your consultant know.

Benchmarking Results Available
The benchmarking campaign that launched in October marks the
second time this year we’ve helped clients assess their security
awareness stance. For a copy of the report, ask your consultant.
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To access the Click Thinking bundle
Log into the Phishline tool, click the banner at the
bottom of the dashboard and download the bundle
to receive a zipped file of materials.
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